12/23/17  Sheriff Attorneys  6:30pm - 9:00pm
  Tamas, Karleigh  18:00 - 0:40  Keyholder
  Russ, Nick, Jeff, Mike  

12-26-17  Tamas K, Agnes K, Jeff K, Russ B, Sheriff A.  17:30- 1:00

12-30-17  Members Night, Berndt R, Jeff K, Russ B, David T.  19:00-23:00
  New member gave tour & intro to equipment.
  Water pump needs to be manually started.

12-31-17  Jeff, Neel, Tamas, Agnes, Jamie K.  18:00 - 1:00
  Mike W

1-1-18  Jeff, Tamas, Agnes, Josh A  
  Sheriff

1-3-18  Paul Borchardt First Wednesday Meeting
  Russell C.  Chad Andrist
  Travis H, Ken Lou, J. Michael

1-4-18  Jeff, Tamas, Agnes, Jason  18:30 - 0:30

1-5-18  Paul B, 6:00pm  Amor  18:00-0:35
  Tamas, Agnes

1-6-18  Jeff K, Keyholder  
  Tamas, Agnes, Jeff, Mike, Ron

1-8-18  Paul B, 8:00pm -
  Jess & En  5:45 pm

1-10-18  Jeff K - Took Flats on G-scope

1-12-18  Tamas, Agnes  
  Session

1-13-18  Paul, Jeff, Tamas, Agnes, Lee, Russ B  9:30 - 12:30
  Install new dome on solar observatory

Tamas, Karisha, Keyholder  17:45
  Frank Kennedy
  Patricia Barret
1-16-18 Tamas, Agus 20:15 - 22:45
1-18-18 Board and Membership meeting
1-20-18 Jeff, Tamas, Agus, Frank Kenney, Bob Host, Uncle Donn 17:00 - 21:46
18:15 8:46
1-23-18 Jeff, Tamas, Agus 19:40 - 23:50
1-25-18 Nick, Tamas, Agus, Jeff 19:45 - 23:15
1-27-18 Paul B, Tamas, Agus, Jeff 10:30 - 3:30 pm working on solar china
Tom Schmittens (Keyhold) 7Pm - 10:30
Jr. Baskin
Buss B, Tamas, Agus, Jeff, Chad, Josh
18 Tamas, Agus, Jeff, Shanthi 19:00 - 22:20
18 Tamas, Agus, Jeff, Buss B. 19:20 - 23:15
18 Tamas, Agus, Buss B, Shanthi 18:50 - 23:50
18 Steve Volp Members Night Host 6:30 - 9:30 pm
18 Jeff, Nick, Tamas, Agus, Buss B 17:30 - 0:30
18 Shanthi
2-02 Paul Borchardt Plowing
2-03 Chad, Tamas, Agus 19:00 - 23:30
2-07 Paul Borchardt Host Saturday Night
2-24 B. Darie 19:10 - 20:30 keyholder vacuumed room in "A" entry, cleaned restrooms
2-26 Tamas, Agus, Jeff, Buss B, J. Yours 18:30 - 22:15
2-26  Jeff/Rees. Jarrow, AGN  8:00-23:40

2-28  PAUL B. INSTALLED SOLAR SCOPE  10:50AM-12:00PM

3-2  PAUL B. SOLAR VIEWING  10:30AM-11:45AM
  Jeff, Tamas, AGN

3-3  John, Doug, Brenna
  Lee, Keith, Keyholder
  Jeff, Chad, Jim, Mike, Paul
  Tamas, AGN

3-4  PAUL B, RUSS, AGNES, TAMAS - WORKED ON A-DOMESLIT
  TOOK COLOR PLANETARY CAMERA HOME. HAD A SHOW

3-7-18  First Wednesday Meeting  13:00 - 21:00
  Paul, Lee, Tamas, AGN, Stan, Jim, Mike, porch, porch

3-10-18  Keyholder Night  18:30 -
  Tamas, AGN, Mike, David

3-13-18  Tamas, Paul, Agnes, Jeff  20:00-11:00

3-14-18  JEFF KRABHKE, JUDSON & SHARON CHUBUCK  20:00 - 21:00
  INSTALLED PHOTOSHOP ON PROCESSING COMPUTER

3-15-18  Josh, Tamas, Agnes, Paul, Jeff, Chad  18:30-

3-17-18  PAUL B. MEMBERS NIGHT

3-18-18  Russ B. - Mercury/Venus attempts

3-19-18  PAUL B. DISK TOUR
  Russ, Sue
  TAMAS
  AGNES

3-21-18  Paul, Russ, Josh, Tamas, Agnes  19:00-

3-22-18  Paul - F scope, Russ - moon  19:00-23:00
  Tamas, AGN

3-24-18  Mike Hendren, Jeff Krabhke, Mike Wagner, Scott Begg  19:00 - 22:10

3-25-18  2 scope mirror clean  Tamas, Paul, Russ  11:30-15:00
-31-18  Steve Volk - Members Night Host 7:00pm - 8:15pm
    Members, Jim, Frank, Jim Kruger & Family
    Agus, Tamas & Jeff

4-6-18  Russ, Tamas, Agus
        Ascope & 5-scope

4-7-18  Russ & Paul - Solar & guest tour
        Tamas, Agus, Paul, Nick, Mike
        Jason, Shawn

4-8-18  Repair crew - B dome motor
        Tamas, Jeff, Russ, Paul, Agus

4-8-18  A dome floor repair

4-19-18  Russ B - A scope - Moon & Venus
        20:30 - 21:15

4-20-18  Tamas (Agus F scope)

4-21-17  Tamas (new holder)
        Agus,
        Mike

4-22-17  T.A.J. Russ - A scope, F5scope, students
        19:30 - 22:30

4-23-17  Paul B. 2:00pm Solar Scope

4-25-18  Tamas, Agus, Jeff, Patrick, Russ, students
        Paul B & Lee K. 11:00am - 2:15 Jupiter

4-27-18  Medly 19:00 - 23:00

4-28-18  Horrible project - Disassemble old scope
        B. Daniel - Eyepiece, 19:30 -
        Mike - voyager 20:00 - 22:00
        C-shed, eyepiece case inside foam thread

5/1/18  26" Mirror was picked up Paul Bondarow

5/3/18  2-dome cleaner
        Russ B, Tamas, Agus, Jeff
        19:00 - 10:45
May 4, Paul B., Mike W. 8:00am
Tamas, Agnes 12:45am

05/05
Clean-up work party 9:00
Tamas, Agnes, Gene, Scott, Linda, John H., Bernie S., Sue, Ken B., Scooter, Steve, Lee
Mike W., Paul B., Bo K., Russ B.

7:36
Member's night - Gene Hanson 9:00
Mike Allingham, Russ Blankenburg, Paul Derchost, Tamas, Agnes

05-07
Tamas, Agnes, Jeff, Josh, Lee 19:00 - 11:00

05-11
Open house - Herman R
Paul B., Tamas, Agnes, Mike W., Jeff K., Brian, Sue, Jim, Jason, Steve, Bernie, David, Tom K.

05-12
Paul B., Agnes, Tamas, Russ 11:00

5-12
Steve V. Member's Night 7:30 pm - 10:00 pm
Clouds of Raw

5-15
Obs. Committee Meeting 19:00
Tamas, Paul, Jeff, Russ, Gene, Nick, Gene, Ag
Absent: Josh, Chad, Lee

5-18
Board and General Meeting
B. Hansen 19:05 - 22:15

5-19-18
Lee keith - keyholder
Scott Bang

5-21-18
Morning paint and cleaning stuff 21:00 - 21:30
To A-dorm face lift
Russ, Tamas, Agnes

5-22-18
Paul B., Russ
B. Ganter mowed 20:00 - 0
Tamas, Agnes, Jeff, Nick, Jim, Dave, India, Sue, Anna

9/28/18
Russ B. - A scope - moon & Jupiter

9-9-20
Tamas, Agnes replaced kitchen mirror
6-1-18  Tamas, Aguas, Russ, Mike & Gene  20:00 - 23:30
   (Mike visually)

6-2-18  Member Night - Tamas, K. Keyholder  20:00 - 21:30
   (main/sideyard)  Aguas &

6-4-18  Observatory Committee
   Paul B, Gene H, Jeff, Tamas, Aguas,  20:00 - 22:00
   Gene & Russ

6-9-18  Tamas, Aguas, Scott & Gene  9:00 - 19:30
   A-dome maintenance

   Board Mtg: Gene H, Paul B, Cort
   Tamas, Aguas, Jeff, Lee, Jason, Sue, Russ, Tom B, Mike, By, Bonick
   Clark

6-12  Jeff, Josh, Tamas, Age, Chad, Paul  19:30 - 00:30

   Jeff - 6-inch, Russ - G-scope

6-20  Brian - grass cutting  8:30 - 21:10
   Tamas, Age, Berrie, Paul B  A-dome repair

6-23-18  Member Night - Gene Hanson
   Mike Sebileau

   Tamas, Age, Jeff  A-dome  19:20 - 22:00

6-28  Tamas, Age, A-dome  20:00 - 23:30

6-28-18  Brian - lawn mowing  08:30 -
   Tamas, Age, Gene, Paul B, Gene H
   Clarke B.
   Tom S. Keyholder  85  1000

6-24  Russ G - Star scope imaging & repairs

6-25  Gene H. - Picked up camera

6-27  Tamas, Aguas, Nick, Jeff  19:00 - 24:00

Dennis Venne
7/29 Tamas, Agnes, A-couple work 20:00 - 23:30
Jeff, Russ, Mike IV G-scope

7/30 A-couple work
Tamas, Agnes, Lee, Russ, Paul

1-1 A-couple work
Tamas, Agnes

7/2 Jeff, Josh, Paul, Tamas, Agnes, Russ, Mike

7/7 Paul Borchardt - worked on A-Dome
Solar photography
Lock on A-building dome
Russ B - Eval Taquany - blown fuse, scope - meets Venus
Russ B - Keyholder - Gene Hanson, Mike Wagner
Good turnout, Saturn, Jupiter + chocks, 1st & 2nd time visitors

7/8 Paul B, F-Scope

7/9 Board Meeting - G Hanson
Paul 13

7/11 First Wed, Meeting
Paul B, Mike Wagner

7/14 Member's Night - Gene Hanson, Paul B
Jeff Kraghtke

7/16 Paul B, Tamas, Agnes, Mike, Russ, Col. Boyden
First time seeing a Mars

7/17 Taurus - Mercury above
Mike on
NEW BERLIN LIBRARY TOUR
Paul B, Lee, Sue, Jim, Mike, Carolyn
Colin, Colin

7/22 Paul, Mike, Russ, Tamas, Agnes

7/24 Sheriff, Tamas, Agnes, Paul
Mike and Volunteer 1st Solar
Mike 2170

7/27 Mars opposition party - Jeff, Krammer, Lee, Keith, John Dyle
Mike Wagner 8:00 - 0100
AKL, Tamas, Agnes, Russ
7-28  A and B buildings work  9:00 - 18:00
Tamas, Agnes, Scott B, Steve, Simon
Baron (cutting grass)

7-28  Steve Volk - Member Night Host  8pm - 10pm
11 Visitors  Last Member Left 11:30pm

7-28  Tamas, Agnes, Russ
Maintenance

1-18  First Wednesday Paul B, Mike, Alexander

Keltie A
Tony A

1-18  Tamas, Agnes, B, Jane etc.

1-18  Ross B - Arm moon/scope
B. Martine  20:10  keyholder

4-18  Frank, Canon T5 w/ LPS $140
Ser # 182073049729

4-18  Picnic  20 members  16:00 - 20:00

5-18  Tamas, Agnes, B, Dave painting  11:00 - 18:20

6-18  Tamas, Agnes, B, painting  20:00 - 23:30
Mike, Alexander  20:00 - 00:00

8-18  Tamas, Agnes, B, painting, Mike etc  20:00 - 22:30

8-10-18  Tamas, Agnes, Steve
A, Dave painting

8:30 - 21:40
Russ B - Mars 21 - 23

8.11.18  Le-Kend Keyholder
Joel Keczurki
Michael Mayhorn

8-12-18  Tamas, Agnes, Russ
B painting

14:30 -

8-13/19  Simon Toba

21:00
8-15  Public Night

8-17-18  Steve Zuber

8-18-18  Brian G. burning branches 9:30 - 6:00
Tamas, Agnes, Russ, Bob, Paul,压力洗车
Jeff, Tamas, Agnes, Russ - Member night

8-19-18  Tamas, Agnes working on A and Aquaset 10:15 - 20:15
Jeff, Paul, pump air into garden faucet

8-22-18  Paul B., Chad A. - Set up own scopes
Agnes, Tamas, Jeff, Russ - Moved G-Scope

8-23  Russ B - Venus - 14 scope + C8

8-25-18  Brian cutting grass
Work party: Tamas, Agnes, Mike Hendrick
Lee, Simon, Ken Schroeter

Keyholder: Tamas, Kyril, 20:30 - 0:10
Agnes, Jeff, Marilyn, Sam, Heather Ayres
Russ, Linda, Joe

8-26-18  Tamas, Agnes pressure wash 10:30 - 14:45

9-1-18  Strategic planning committee meeting 19:00
Russ B - Keyholder 8:00
Mick Allinger

9-7-18  Public Night
Paul B, Boreham, Jeff Kramer, Tamas, Agnes, Sue
Russe, Paul Shoults, Bruce S, Tom Baluk, Marilyn, Tom Kna
Field w/ Steve

9-8-18  Aquaset partying! Work party
9:00 - 20:10
Tamas, Agnes, Lee, Bruce S, Simon, Scott B
S & E Schroeter, Mike Hendrick, Russ B

9-9-18  Aquaset partying
Tamas, Agnes, Paul B
Russ B - Picnic
9-11-18  Mike Wagner  20:30

9-12-18  Lee, Russ, Jason

9-15  Tom Schmidt Kangaroo  7:00 PM

Jim here working on B scope shelves.  
Unit A 1036  >  about 10 1/2h

9-16-18  Tamaas & Aquanuary  12:00 - 18:00

September Board Membership Meetings  18:15 - 23:00
Member's night  18:00 - 23:00

G Hanson  -  Photographed grounds

Tamaas, Aquan, & Supra  14:00 - 16:00

4:00  Suss, Tamas, Aqua  -  12:00 - 17:00

Kenfoldner  Tamas K  installed yellow lights  19:30 - 10:00

Overcast, Jim installed & tone shelf

10-4-18  Russ B  -  Verus on A

10-6-18  Lee, Tamas, Aqua, Jeff, Paul, B. Russ  -  9:30 - 19:20

& done York pantry

B. Hansen  -  keyholder  19:40 - 21:00

Vacuumed Quietant & 'A' entryway

Cleaned restroom, fixed trash
garage door was left open.

10-9-18  Open House  Lee, Paul B., Brian W.  18:30 - 21:00

G Hanson  -  150 wlfers

10-13-18  Tree cutting work pantry  9:05 - 17:40

Tamas, Aqua, Jeff, Lee, Scott B., Bonna, Paul, Sue, Michael

10-13-18  Member's Night  -  Gene Hanson

No members!
10-20 Bryan M moved snow blower 10:00 - 13:00

10-21 Work party - garage cleaning 8:30 - 18:30
Lee, Tamra, Agnes, Paul, Mike W, Someone, Mike H

11-2-18 Tamra, Agnes, B scope 23:00 - 03:00

11-3-18 Russ B, Keyholder

11-10-18 Paul B, Keyholder

11-17-18 Steve V Keyholder 7:00pm - 11:00pm
Mike & Jon showed up for training on a cloudy night

11-18 Russ B - picture hunt

11-20 Paul B. took Hyperstar to sell

11-23 Jeff, Tamra, Agnes 15:30 - 19:10
Installation of AP-900 mount to Toeller Observatory

Note: Watch wire resting during shows.
- Heat left on because coming back tonight.
- Dropped off kerosene top feed heater for warming in dome.
- Dropped of MEADE 10-Inch Dew Tube + Ball Head

12-1 Jim Keighley 7:30 - 9:30
Mike Ken also.

12-6 Jeff, Tamra, Agnes - testing AP-900 w/ Refractor - OK
2000 - 0000

12-7 Jeff, Tamra, Agnes - using F-scope

12-8 Christmas Party

12-9 Tamra, Agnes, Jeff - testing new G-scope setup and AP-900 mount

12-15 Paul B. Key holder

19:00 -
17/2018

Jeff, Agnes, Tomas  G/Scope
19:30 - 0030
imaged Pacman Nebula on G-Scope using AP1600 and
seeing was very very good. Autoguiding was extremely goo
also imaged some other nebula at the same time on AP900
using J. Kraft's personal 5-inch refactor. Performance was g

-22-ks
Jeff, Tomas, Agnes, Russ, Paul
Install CGEM and LX-200 10" Fu 284 Obs

B. Vanure - keyholder - cloudy
19:15 - 20:30
vacuumin "A" entry, cleaned restrooms, except "2" ground fl

12-23-18
J. Kraft\), Scott Berg - Scott donated small projector screen
with the intent to use this as a flat panel for G-Scope -
1700-1800

1-4-11
Russ, Sue, Jeff, Tomas, Agnes, Clorox, \Josh\ Fales
19:00 - 3:30

1-5-13
Obs Council meeting J. Kraft, \A. Harmet, keyholder

K100 - 0250
MEMBERS NIGHT: Jeff Kraft, A. Harmet, \Tomas, Karla, A. Krewer, Russ, Blanken,
Lee, Keith, Gabe, Ellinger, Skip, Vincent, Sue, Shen
Jack, Roper, Mike, Schiel, Andy, Swenson, Ken, Jones

1-8
Russ: Andromeda 10-inch
13:00 - 22:50
Tomas, Agnes, G-Scope (guide camera cable hook)

Tomas K, Keyholder (replaced guide camera cable) 17:50 - 21:30
Agnes K, Merck, Mike S

Tomas K, Arun, Hyesa, Tomas, Agnes
G-Scope training

Tomas K, Agnes, Lunar Eclipse
20:30 - 01:00
Jeff, Paul, Stan, Arun, Josh, Mab W, May, B, Peter,
Kurt B

2-11-19
Members Night - cloudy, microwave measured f scope

16/19 1st Wed. J. Keith

2-8-19
Tomas K, Agnes, Arun, Hyesa (G-Scope training) 19:00 - 11:40
P. Paul B, Keyholder 7:30